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THERMAL SCHEME OF VVER 440-TYPE NPP

Primary Circuit

The nuclear power plant is conceptually designed as a twin of in-
dependent reactor units. The technological design of one reactor
unit comprises two circuits. The construction design of both the primary
and secondary circuits provides for their tightness and prevents from
primary water leakage into the secondary circuit, thus, the secondary
circuit medium remaining without any radioactivity.

Thermal power is released in the reactor core due to the nuclear fu-
el fission reaction. The released heat is removed from the reactor by
the primary cooling water flowing both through and around fuel as-
semblies by means of six circulation loops connected to the re-
actor pressure vessel. The pressurizer is connected to one of the cir-
culation loops. It helps to maintain the stable primary circuit pressure.
There is water with the temperature of 326 °C in the lower part of
the pressurizer, whereas there is steam in the pressurizer upper part. The
primary circuit pressure is maintained automatically by both electrical
heaters located in the lower part of the pressurizer and the spray sys-
tem connected to the cold leg of the corresponding circulation loop.
The pressurizer is fitted with safety valves and complemented with a
relief tank that are actuated in case the primary circuit pressure beco-
mes non-permissibly high.

The cooling water enters the reactor pressure vessel through the pi-
peline at the pressure of 12,25 MPa and temperature of 269 °C and
passes the reactor core. It is warmed up within the core to 297 °C and
proceeds through main isolation valves into the steam generators. The
primary water thermal power is transferred to the secondary water the-
re. The primary water is cooled down by 30 °C and subsequently pum-
ped by main coolant pumps back to the reactor.
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The secondary circuit water (feedwater) continually floods
the steam generator tubes and converts into the saturated steam
with the temperature of 256 °C and pressure of 4.7 MPa. The
steam is transported within the pipeline to the turbine medium-
pressure casing. It expands within the casing and drives the tur-
bine rotor wheels. Passing through the turbine, the steam is
cooled down while its moisture rises. That is why it is led to the
water separator and steam reheater where the moisture is se-
parated and the steam is reheated by means of heat-exchan-
ging tubes that are warmed up by steam taken from the turbine
medium-pressure stage. The steam proceeds from the separator
to a couple of turbine low-pressure stages. The rest of the steam
thermal power is transferred to the rotor blades there, the steam
getting wet and being cooled down. The generator generating
the electric power is installed on the same shaft as the turbi-
ne rotors. The steam-water mixture enters the condensers at the
end of the turbine low-pressure stages. The final condensation
comes about in the condensers. The condensate is transported
by means of pumps via low-pressure preheaters to the feedwa-
ter tank. The condensdate pumps are of the two-stage design,
the condensate treatment plant being installed between the
stages. The low-pressure preheaters provide the condensate
warm-up before it enters the feedwater tank. The condensate
is also deaerated within the deaerator before it enters the
feedwater tank. Finally, the condensate is transported from the
feedwater tank through two high-pressure preheaters to steam
generators.

Cooling water Circuit

The tertiary circuit makes the steam condensation in the con-
densers possible. It comprises cooling water pumps, condensers tube
plates, cooling towers and the pipeline system. The cooling water is
pumped by the cooling water pumps from basins located under the
cooling towers into the condensers, The cooling water temperature de-
pends on the climate and varies from 13 to 26 °C. Power is taken off
from the steam condensing in the condenser tubes and transferred in-
to the cooling water that is thus warmed up by 13 °C. The warmed wa-
ter is transported to cooling towers where it is sprayed. Then it falls down
to the basins under the towers. The cooling itself is assured by air flowing
from the lower part of the tower towards its upper part due to the
so-called chimney effect. The air flow entraining water vapours and tiny
drops forms steam clouds above the cooling towers.
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